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ACT ONE
DR. WANGEL's house. A spacious veranda to the left, with a garden to
the front and side of the house. Below the veranda, a flagpole. In the
garden to the right, an arbor, containing a table and chairs. A hedge with
a small gate in the background. Beyond the hedge a path along the shore
lined by trees. Through the trees the fjord can be seen, with high peaks
and mountain ranges in the distance. It is a warm, brilliantly clear
summer morning.
BALLESTED, middle-aged, wearing an old velvet jacket and a broadbrimmed artist’s hat, stands under the flagpole adjusting the ropes. The
flag lies on the ground. Not far from him is an easel with canvas in place.
Beside it on a campstool are brushes, a palette, and a paint-box.
BOLETTE WANGEL comes out through the open door to the
veranda. She is carrying a large vase of flowers, which she sets down on
the table.
BOLLETTE: Well, Ballested—can you get it to work?
BALLESTED: Why, certainly, miss. It's nothing, really. If you'll pardon
the question—are you expecting visitors today?
BOLETTE: Yes, we expect Mr. Arnholm here this morning. He arrived
in town last night.
BALLESTED: Arnholm? But wait—wasn't his name Arnholm, the
man who was tutor here some years ago?

BOLETTE: Yes, that's the man.
BALLESTED: I see. So he's back in these parts again.
BOLETTE: That's why we want the flag up.
BALLESTED: Well, that makes sense, I guess.
(BOLETTE goes back into the house. After a moment LYNGSTRAND
comes down the road from the right and stops, interested, as he catches sight
of the easel and painting materials. He is a slender young man, poorly but
neatly dressed, and has a rather frail appearance)
LYNGSTRAND: (from the other side of the hedge) Good morning.
BALLESTED: (turning) What—! Good morning. (Runs up the flag.) There—
she's off. (Fastens the rope and begins busying himself at the easel) Good
morning, sir. I really don't believe I've had the pleasure—
LYNGSTRAND: You must be a painter.
BALLESTED: Naturally. And why shouldn't I be a painter?
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, I can see you are. Would it be all right if I just stopped in
a moment?
BALLESTED: Maybe you'd like to look at it?
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, I really would, very much.
BALLESTED: Oh, there's nothing remarkable to see yet. But please, if you
want to, come in.
LYNGSTRAND: Thank you. (He enters through the gate)
BALLESTED: (painting). It's the fjord there between those islands that I'm
trying to get.
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, I see.
BALLESTED: But the figure's still lacking. In this town there's not a model to
be found.
LYNGSTRAND: Is there going to be a figure as well?
BALLESTED: Yes. In here by this rock in the foreground, there'll be a
mermaid lying, half dead.
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LYNGSTRAND: Why half dead?
BALLESTED: She's wandered in from the sea and can't find her
way out again. And so, you see, she lies here, expiring in the
tide pools.
LYNGSTRAND:Yes, of course.
BALLESTED: It was the lady of this house who gave me the idea.
LYNGSTRAND: What will you call the painting when it's finished?
BALLESTED: I've thought of calling it "The Dying Mermaid."
LYNGSTRAND: Very effective. You certainly can make something
fine out of this.
BALLESTED: (looking at him) A fellow craftsman, perhaps?
LYNGSTRAND: A painter, you mean?
BALLESTED:Yes.
LYNGSTRAND: No, I'm not that. But I'm going to be a sculptor. My
name is Hans Lyngstrand.
BALLESTED: So you're going to be a sculptor? Yes, yes, sculpture is
one of the better arts, too—quite elegant I think I've seen, you a
couple of times on the street. Have you been in town very long?
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LYNGSTRAND: No, I've been here only two weeks. But if I
can manage it, I'd like to stay the whole summer.
BALLESTED: And savor the ocean bathing, hm?
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, I need to build up my strength a little.
BALLESTED: Not in delicate health, I hope.
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, my health's been a bit uncertain. But it's nothing
really serious. It's my chest—just some trouble getting my breath.
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BALLESTED: Pah—that's nothing! All the same, you still ought to see
a good doctor.
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LYNGSTRAND: I was thinking of Dr. Wangel, if I have the chance.
BALLESTED: Yes, do that. (Looks off to the left) There's
another steamer, jammed full of people. It's incredible how many
more tourists have been coming here these last few years.
LYNGSTRAND: Yes it seems like pretty heavy traffic to me.
BALLESTED: And with all the summer visitors, too. I'm often
afraid our town's going to lose its character with all these strangers
around.
LYNGSTRAND: Were you born here?
BALLESTED: No, I wasn't. But I've accli—acclimatized
myself. I've grown attached to the place—time and habit, I guess.
LYNGSTRAND: Then you've lived here quite a while?
BALLESTED: Oh, some years I came with
Skive's Theater Company. But then we ran into financial problems,
and the company broke up and scattered to the winds
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LYNGSTRAND: But you stayed on.
BALLESTED: I stayed. And I did rather well for myself. Actually, in
those days I was mainly a scene painter, if you want to know.
(BOLETTE comes out with a rocking chair, which she sets down on
the veranda.)
BOLETTE: (speaking toward the room within). Hilda—see if you can
find the embroidered footstool for Father.
LYNGSTRAND: (going over to the veranda to greet her). Good
morning, Miss Wangel!
BOLETTE: (by the railing). Oh my, is it you, Mr. Lyngstrand? Good
morning. Excuse me a moment—I just have to— (Goes within.)
BALLESTED: Do you know the family?
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LYNGSTRAND: Not really. I've only met the girls here and
there in company. And then I talked a while with Mrs.
Wan-gel at the last concert in the park. She said I was welcome to
come and call on them.
BALLESTED: Ah, you know what—you ought to cultivate that
connection.
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, I was thinking of making a visit. Sort of a
courtesy call, you might say. Now if I could only find some excuse—
BALLESTED: Some—what? Excuse! (Glances off to the left)
Damnation! (Gathering his things together) The steamer's already
docked. I'm due at the hotel. It might be some of the new arrivals will
need me. Actually, if you want to know, I'm working as a barber and
a hairdresser, too.
LYNGSTRAND: You're really very versatile.
BALLESTED: In small towns you have to know how to ac—
acclimatize yourself in various fields. If you ever need anything in the
way of hair preparations—a little pomade or something, then ask for
Ballested, the dance instructor.
LYNGSTRAND: Dance instructor—?
BALLESTED: Director of the Wind Ensemble, if you like. We're
giving a concert in the park this evening Goodbye—good-bye!
(He carries his painting materials through the garden gate and goes
off to the left, HILDA comes out with the footstool BOLETTE
brings more flowers, LYNGSTRAND nods to HILDA from
below in the garden,)
HILDA: (by the railing, without returning his greeting).
Bolette said that you'd ventured inside today.
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, I took the liberty of coming inside just
a little.
HILDA: Have you had your morning walk already?
LYNGSTRAND: Oh, no—I didn't get very far today.
HILDA: Did you have a swim then?
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LYNGSTRAND: Yes, I was in for a short while. I saw your mother
down there. She went into her bathhouse.
HILDA: Who did?
LYNGSTRAND: Your mother.
HILDA: You don't say. (She places the footstool in front of the
rocking chair.)
BOLETTE: (breaking in). Did you see anything of Father's boat out on
the fjord?
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, I thought I saw a sailboat heading
in shore.
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BOLETTE: That must be Father. He's been on a sick call out
in the islands. (She straightens up the table.)
LYNGSTRAND: (taking one step up the stairs to the veranda).
How marvelous, with all these flowers—!
BOLETTE: Yes, doesn't it look nice?
LYNGSTRAND: Oh, it looks lovely. It looks as if there were
a holiday in. the house.
HILDA: That's just what it is.
LYNGSTRAND: I thought as much. It has to be your father's
birthday today.
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BOLETTE: (warningly to HILDA). Uh-uh!
HILDA: (paying no attention). No, Mother's.
LYNGSTRAND: Oh, it's your mother's?
BOLETTE: (in a low, angry voice). Really, Hilda—!
HILDA: (likewise). Leave me alone! (To LYNGSTRAND) I suppose
you'll be going home for lunch now?
LYNGSTRAND: (stepping down off the stairs). Yes, I guess I
better get something to eat.
HILDA: You must find it a pretty good life at the hotel.
LYNGSTRAND: I'm not living at the hotel any longer. It was too
expensive.
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HILDA: Where are you living now?
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LYNGSTRAND: I’m boarding up at Mrs. Jensen's.
HILDA: Which Mrs. Jensen?
LYNGSTRAND: The midwife.
HILDA: Pardon me, Mr. Lyngstrand—but I'm really much
too busy to—
LYNGSTRAND: Oh, I know I shouldn't have said that
HILDA: Said what?
LYNGSTRAND: What I said.
HILDA: (measuring him with a cool look). I absolutely don't
understand you.
LYNGSTRAND: No, no. Well, then I'll be saying good-bye
to you both for now.
BOLETTE: (coming forward to the stairs). Good-bye, goodbye,
Mr. Lyngstrand. You really must excuse us today. But some other
time—when you really can stay a while—and if you'd like to—then
you must stop by again and see Father and—and the rest of us.
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LYNGSTRAND: Oh, thank you. I'd like that very much. (He
bows and goes out by the gate. As he passes along the road to
the left, he nods and smiles again up to the veranda.)
HILDA: (in an undertone). Adieu, monsieur! Do give my best
to Mother Jensen.
BOLETTE: (softly, shaking her by the arm). Hilda—! You
naughty child! Are you crazy! He could have heard you!
HILDA: Ffft! Who cares!
BOLETTE: (looking off to the right). There's Father.
(DR. WANGEL, dressed for travel and carrying a small bag comes
up the footpath from the left.)
WANGEL: So, my little girls, you have me back! (He comes
in through the gate)
BOLETTE: (going toward him across the garden). Oh, how
lovely that you're here.
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HILDA: (also going down to him). Are you taking the rest of the day
off, Father?
WANGEL: Oh, no, I'll still have to go down to the office for a
spell. Say, do you know if Arnholm's come?
BOLETTE: Yes, he arrived last night. We had word from the hotel.
WANGEL: Then you haven't seen him yet?
BOLETTE: No. But he's sure to be out here this morning.
WANGEL: Yes, he undoubtedly will.
HILDA: (tugging at him). Father, now you must, look around.
WANGEL: (glancing over at the veranda). Yes, child, I can
see. It's really quite festive.
BOLETTE: Yes, don't you think we've made it attractive?
WANGEL: Well, I should say so! Are—are we alone here, just the
three of us?
HILDA: Yes, she went in—
BOLETTE: (hurriedly). Mother's in swimming.
WANGEL: (looks fondly at bolette and pats her head then says
somewhat hesitantly). But listen, you girls—do you want to leave all
these things here, like this, all day long? And the flag up, too, all day?
HILDA: Oh, but Father, of course! What else do you think!
WANGEL: Hm—all right, but you see—
BOLETTE: (nodding and winking at him). Can't you imagine how we
went and did all this for Mr. Arnholm's sake. When such a good old
friend comes back to visit you the very first time—
HILDA: (smiling and shaking him). Just think—he used to be Bolette's
tutor, Father!
WANGEL: (with a half-smile).What a pair of sly ones you are!
Well, after all—it's only natural that we go on remembering her,
although she's no longer with us. But even so— Hilda, see here.
(Handing over his bag.) This goes down to the office. No, children—
I don't like this. It just isn't right, you understand. Every year we
shouldn't have to— Well, what can one say I don't know that it'll ever
be different.
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HILDA: (starts through the garden, left, with the bag then stops and
turns, pointing). See that man there, walking this way? That must be
your tutor.
BOLETTE: (following her gaze). Him? (Laughs.) Oh, you are the
limit! You think that decrepit specimen is Arnholm!
WANGEL: Not so fast, there. So help me if it isn't him—! Yes, it most
certainly is!
BOLETTE: (staring, hushed in astonishment). My Lord, yes, I think
you're right—!
(ARNHOLM, in elegant morning dress, with gold-rimmed glasses
and a thin cane, appears on the path from the right. He looks rather
tired, as if overworked. Approaching the garden he waves a friendly
greeting and enters through the gate)
WANGEL: (going toward him). Welcome, my dear old friend!
Welcome back to the old grounds!
ARNHOLM: Thank you, Dr. Wangel! Many, many thanks. (They
shake hands and walk up through the garden together.) And these are
the children! (Taking their hands and looking at them.) Why, I can
hardly recognize them.
WANGEL: No, I'm not surprised.
ARNHOLM: Oh, well—perhaps Bolette. Yes, Bolette I would have
known.
WANGEL: Just barely, I imagine. It's been nine, ten years now since
you saw her last. Ah, yes, a great deal has changed here since then.
ARNHOLM: (looking around). As a matter of fact, I was thinking just
the opposite. Except that the trees have grown considerably—and an
arbor has been built over there—
WANGEL: Oh, no, if you mean outwardly—
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ARNHOLM: (with a smile). And then not to mention that now you
have two grown-up, marriageable daughters in the house.
WANGEL: Oh, there's only one who's marriageable yet
HILDA: (in an undertone). Father, honestly!
WANGEL: But now I think we'll set ourselves up on the veranda. It's
cooler than here. If you will.
ARNHOLM: Thank you, Doctor.
(They mount the stairs, WANGEL motioning ARNHOLM into the
rocking chair.)
WANGEL: There now. You just sit perfectly quiet and relax. Because,
really, you look quite done in from the trip.
ARNHOLM: Oh, that's nothing. In these surroundings here—
BOLETTE: (to WANGEL). Shouldn't we bring you some soda water
and lemonade? And perhaps you'd like it inside? It's going to be very
hot out.
WANGEL: Yes, do that, girls. Some soda water and lemonade. And
then maybe a little cognac.
BOLETTE: Cognac, too?
WANGEL: Just a little. In case somebody wants it.
BOLETTE: All right, then. Hilda, you go down to the office with the
bag.
(BOLETTE goes into the house, closing the door after her. HILDA
takes the bag and goes through the garden around the house to the
left.)
ARNHOLM: (who has followed BOLETTE with his eyes). What an
attractive— How attractively your two daughters have turned out!
WANGEL: (sifting). Yes, don't you think?
ARNHOLM: Why, Bolette is simply astonishing. And Hilda, too.
But—about yourself, now, Doctor. Have you decided to stay here
permanently?
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WANGEL: Yes, so it seems. After all, I was born and raised in these
parts, as they say. And then I had those years of marvelous happiness
here with her—who was taken from us so soon. And who you
remember from your time here, Arnholm.
ARNHOLM: Yes—yes
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WANGEL: And now I've been made happy again by my second wife. I
must say, in the sum of things, fate's been kind to me.
ARNHOLM: But no children in your second marriage?
WANGEL: We had a little boy about two, two and a half years ago. But
we didn’t keep him long. He died when he was some four, five
months old.
ARNHOLM: Is your wife not home today?
WANGEL: Oh, yes, she'll be along any time. She went down for a
swim. It's her regular practice now, every day— and in all sorts of
weather.
ARNHOLM: Not for reasons of health, I hope.
WANGEL: No, not exactly. Although she's definitely shown signs of
nervousness in the past two years. Off and on, I mean. I really can't
make out just what the trouble is. But this bathing in the sea—it's
become almost the one ruling passion of her life.
ARNHOLM: I remember something of the kind from before.
WANGEL: (with an almost imperceptible smile). That's right, you
know Ellida from the time you were teaching out at Skjoldvik.
ARNHOLM: Of course. She often visited the rectory where I boarded.
And then I nearly always saw her whenever I was out at the
lighthouse visiting her father.
WANGEL: I can tell you, the life out there has left its mark on her. The
people in town here can't understand her. They call her "the lady from
the sea."
ARNHOLM: They do?
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WANGEL: Yes. So, if you would—talk to her now about the old days,
Arnholm. It would do her a world of good.
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ARNHOLM: (looking skeptically at him). Have you really any reason
to think so?
WANGEL: I'm sure of it.
ELLIDA’S VOICE: (from the garden, off to the right). Are you there,
Wangel?
WANGEL: (rising). Yes, dear.
(ELLIDA WANGEL, wearing a large, light robe, her hair wet and
falling loose over her shoulders, comes through the trees near the
arbor, ARNHOLM gets up.)
WANGEL: (smiling and reaching his hands out toward her). Well,
there's our mermaid!
ELLIDA: (moving quickly to the veranda and taking his hands).Thank
goodness you're here! When did you come?
WANGEL: Just now. Only a moment ago. (Gesturing toward
ARNHOLM.) But aren't you going to greet an old acquaintance—?
ELLIDA: (holding her hand out to ARNHOLM). So, we finally got you
here. Welcome! And forgive me that I wasn't home—
ARNHOLM: Don't mention it. No standing on ceremony—
WANGEL: Was the water nice and fresh today?
ELLIDA: Fresh! Good Lord, this water's never fresh. So stale and tepid.
Ugh! The water's sick here in the fjord.
ARNHOLM: Sick?
ELLIDA: Yes, it's sick. And I think it makes people sick, too.
WANGEL: (smiling). Well, you're a fine testimonial for a summer
resort.
ARNHOLM: It seems more likely to me, Mrs. Wangel, that you have a
peculiar tie to the sea and everything connected with it.
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ELLIDA: Oh, yes, it's possible. At times I almost think so— But just
look, how festive the girls have made things in your honor!
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WANGEL: (embarrassed) Hm— (Looks at his watch.) Now I will
have to run—
ARNHOLM: Is this really in my honor—?
ELLIDA: Obviously. We don't have displays like this every day. Phew!
It's stifling under this roof! (Going down into the garden.) Come on
over here. At least there's the semblance of a breeze. (She settles
herself in the arbor.)
ARNHOLM: (following after).The air here seems quite refreshing to
me.
ELLIDA: Yes, you're used to that foul city air. I've heard it's just dreadful
there in the summer.
WANGEL: (who also has gone down into the garden). Ellida dear—
now it's up to you to entertain our friend for a while.
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ELLIDA: You have work to do?
WANGEL: Yes, I have to go down to my office. And then I want to
change my clothes. But I won't be long—
ARNHOLM: (sitting down in the arbor). Don't rush yourself, Doctor.
I'm sure your wife and I will find much to talk about.
WANGEL: (nods). I'm counting on that. Well—till later, then. (He goes
out through the garden to the left.)
ELLIDA: (after a short pause). Isn't it lovely to sit here?
ARNHOLM: I think it's lovely now.
ELLIDA: We call this place the summerhouse. My summerhouse,
because I had it built. Or rather Wangel did— for my sake.
ARNHOLM: Do you often sit here?
ELLIDA: Yes, most of the day.
ARNHOLM: I suppose, with the children?
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ELLIDA: No, the children—they keep to the veranda.
ARNHOLM: And Wangel?
ELLIDA: Oh, Wangel goes back and forth. First he's here with me, and
then he's over with them.
ARNHOLM: Is it you who want it like that?
ELLIDA: I think all parties concerned prefer it that way. We can talk
across to each other—whenever we have something to say.
ARNHOLM: (after a moment's thought) The last time we saw each
other—out at Skjoldvik, I mean—Hm—it seems so long ago now—
ELLIDA: It's all of ten years since you came out to see us.
ARNHOLM: Yes, about that. But when I remember you out there at
the lighthouse—! "The pagan"—as the old priest used to call you,
because your father gave you the name of a ship instead of a proper
Christian name—
ELLIDA: Well—?
ARNHOLM: The last thing I'd ever have believed was that I would see
you again down here, as Mrs. Wangel.
ELLIDA: No, at that time Wangel wasn't yet—The girls' mother was
still alive then. Their real mother, I mean.
ARNHOLM: Yes, I understand. But even if that hadn't been— Even if
he'd been quite unattached—I never would have imagined that this
could happen.
ELLIDA: Nor I, either. Not for anything—then.
ARNHOLM: Wangel is such a good man. So honest. So genuinely
kind toward everyone—
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ELLIDA: (with warm affection). Yes, he is!
ARNHOLM: But to me, the two of you seem different as night and
day.
ELLIDA: You're right. We are.
ARNHOLM: Well, but how did this happen then? How did it happen!
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ELLIDA: Oh, Arnholm, don't ask me that I'd never be able to explain it.
And even if I could, you'd never understand one particle of it.
ARNHOLM: Hm. (His voice dropping slightly.) Have you ever told
your husband anything about me? I mean, about that futile gesture I
once let myself be charmed into?
ELLIDA: Certainly not! I've said nothing at all to him about—what you
mean.
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ARNHOLM: I'm glad. Because I've been feeling a bit oppressed by the
idea that—
ELLIDA: You needn't be. I've only told him what's perfectly true, that I
was very fond of you, and that you were the best and truest friend I
had up there.
ARNHOLM: Thank you. But tell me then—why did you never write
me after I left?
ELLIDA: I thought it might be painful for you to hear from someone
who—who couldn't respond as you wanted. It seemed to me rather
like reopening a wound.
ARNHOLM: Hm—yes, yes, you may be right.
ELLIDA: But why did you never write yourself?
ARNHOLM: (regarding her with a half-reproachful smile). I make the
overtures? Maybe arouse suspicion of trying to start things up again?
After the kind of rejection I got?
ELLIDA: Yes, I can understand. But has there never been any other
involvement since?
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ARNHOLM: Never. I've stayed faithful to my memories.
ELLIDA: (half joking). Oh, nonsense! Let the old memories go. You
should be thinking instead of becoming a happily married man.
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ARNHOLM: That'll have to be soon then.
ELLIDA: Well, all the more reason to hurry up. (She is silent a moment,
then speaks in a low, serious voice.) But listen, Arnholm—I want to
tell you something now that I couldn't have mentioned then to save
my life.
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ARNHOLM: What's that?
ELLIDA: When you made what you just called your futile gesture—there
was no other answer I could have given you.
ARNHOLM: I know you only had friendship to offer. I know that
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ELLIDA: But you didn't know that my whole being and all my thoughts
were directed elsewhere at the time.
ARNHOLM: At the time!
ELLIDA: Yes.
ARNHOLM: But that's impossible! You're mistaken about the time! You
hardly knew Wangel then.
ELLIDA: I don't mean Wangel.
ARNHOLM: You don't—? But up in Skjoldvik—I can't recall one single,
solitary person you could possibly have been interested in.
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ELLIDA: No, I can imagine. Because it was all so utterly insane.
ARNHOLM: But then you must tell me more about this!
ELLIDA: Oh, it's enough for you to know I wasn't free then. And you know
that now.
ARNHOLM: But if you had been free—?
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ARNHOLM: Would you have answered my letter differently?
ELLIDA: How do I know? When Wangel came, I answered differently.
ARNHOLM: Then what's the good of telling me you weren’t free?
ELLIDA: (rising with a troubled, anxious air). Because I've got to confide
in someone. No, no, don't get up.
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ARNHOLM: Your husband knows nothing of this?
ELLIDA: I let him know from the first that I'd once set my heart on
somebody else. He never asked to know more, and we've never
discussed it since. After all, it was nothing but madness. And it was
over before it started. That is— more or less.
ARNHOLM: (rises). More or less? Not definitely!
ELLIDA: Yes, yes, definitely! Good Lord, Arnholm, it's not what you're
thinking at all. It's something so incomprehensible, I don't know how
to begin telling you. You'd only believe I was ill—or out of my mind.
ARNHOLM: My dear Ellida—there's no other way: you've got to tell
me everything.
ELLIDA: All right! At least I can try. How would you, as a reasonable
man, presume to account for— (Looks away and breaks off.) Wait a
while. Someone's coming.
(LYNGSTRAND appears on the road to the left and enters the
garden. He is wearing a flower in his lapel and carries a large,
colorful bouquet wrapped in paper and silk ribbons. He stops, with a
hesitant, uncertain look, by the veranda.)
ELLIDA: (coming forward in the arbor). Are you looking for the girls,
Mr. Lyngstrand?
LYNGSTRAND: (turning). Oh, are you there, Mrs. Wangel? (Bows
and approaches.) No, actually not. Not for the girls. For you, Mrs.
Wangel. You suggested that I might come and call on you—
ELLIDA: I certainly did. You're always welcome here.
LYNGSTRAND: Thank you. And since it just so happens that you're
having a celebration here today—
ELLIDA: Ah, you know about that?
LYNGSTRAND: Oh, yes. That's why I'd like to take the liberty of
presenting you, Mrs. Wangel, with this— (He bows and offers the
bouquet)
ELLIDA: (smiling). But my dear Mr. Lyngstrand, wouldn't it be better
if you gave those beautiful flowers to Mr. Arnholm directly?
Because, you see, it’s really for his sake that-	
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LYNGSTRAND: (looking indecisively at them both). Pardon me—but
I don't know this gentleman. This is—I brought it for a birthday
present.
ELLIDA: Birthday? Then you're mistaken, Mr. Lyngstrand. It's no one's
birthday here today.
LYNGSTRAND: (smiling broadly). Oh, I know it is. But I never
thought it was such a secret.
ELLIDA: Just what do you know?
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LYNGSTRAND: That it's your birthday, Mrs. Wangel.
ELLIDA: Mine?
ARNHOLM: (looks inquiringly at her). Today? No, it can't be.
ELLIDA: (to LYNGSTRAND). Whatever gave you that idea?
LYNGSTRAND: It was Hilda who let it slip. I stopped by here a
moment earlier today, and I happened to ask the girls why all the
decorations, the flowers, the flag—
ELLIDA: Yes, and—?
LYNGSTRAND: And so Hilda answered: "Because today it's Mother's
birthday."
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ELLIDA: Mother's—! I see.
ARNHOLM: Aha! (Exchanges an understanding look with ELLIDA.)
Well, Mrs. Wangel, since the young man already knows—
ELLIDA: Yes, now that you know, of course—
LYNGSTRAND: (presenting the bouquet again). If you'll permit me to
offer my very best wishes—
ELLIDA: (taking the flowers).Thank you very much. Please, come and
sit for a moment, Mr. Lyngstrand.
(ELLIDA, ARNHOLM, and LYNGSTRAND sit down in the arbor.)
ELLIDA: This business—about my birthday—it was supposed to have
been a secret, Mr. Arnholm.
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ARNHOLM: Yes, I'm sure of that. It wasn't for us outsiders.
ELLIDA: (laying the bouquet aside). Yes, quite so. Not for outsiders
LYNGSTRAND: I promise I won't tell a living soul.
ELLIDA: Oh, it's really not that important. But how are things going for
you? I think you're looking better now than you did.
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, I believe I'm doing quite well. And then next
year, if maybe I can get to the south of Europe—
ELLIDA: And you will, the girls tell me.
LYNGSTRAND: Yes, because I have a patron in Bergen who'll back
me. And he's agreed to help me next year.
ELLIDA: How did you get to know him?
LYNGSTRAND: Ah, that was a rare piece of luck. I went to sea once
on one of his ships
ELLIDA: Really? So you had the sea in your blood?
LYNGSTRAND: No, not at all. But when my mother died, my father
didn't want me lolling around the house any longer, so he packed me
off to sea. Then on the home trip we went down in the English
Channel. Yes, and that was lucky for me.
ARNHOLM: How so?
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LYNGSTRAND: Well, because it was through the shipwreck that I got
the condition here in my chest I stayed so long in the icy waters
before they pulled me out that I had to quit the sea. Yes, it was really
my good fortune.
ARNHOLM: You believe that?
LYNGSTRAND: Yes. Because this condition is hardly dangerous And
now I can be a sculptor, which I want more than anything else.
Imagine—a chance to work in that beautiful clay, to feel it so supple
under your fingers, and to model it into form.
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ELLIDA: What kind of form? Mermen and mermaids? Or the old
Vikings—?
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LYNGSTRAND: No, nothing like that As soon as I'm able, I
want to try for a large work—a group, as they call it.
ELLIDA: Oh, yes. But what will this group portray?
LYNGSTRAND: It’ll be based on something out of my own
experience.
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ARNHOLM: Good—stay close to that.
ELLIDA: But what will it be?
LYNGSTRAND: Well, my idea was to have the figure of a young
woman, a sailor's wife, stretched out, lying in a strangely troubled
sleep. And she would be dreaming, too. I really believe I can develop
it so you can actually see that she's dreaming.
ARNHOLM: But isn't there more to the idea?
LYNGSTRAND: Oh, yes, there'll be one other figure. A kind
of specter, you might say. It would be her husband that she'd been
unfaithful to while he was away. And he's been drowned at sea.
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ARNHOLM: What—?
ELLIDA: He's been drowned?
LYNGSTRAND: Yes. He was drowned on a voyage. But then
the strange thing is that he comes home all the same. It's night, and
now he stands there over her bed, looking down at her. He'll stand
there, dripping wet, like a man dragged out of the sea.
ELLIDA: (leaning back in her chair). What an astonishing
conception! (Shuts her eyes.) Yes, I can see it as clear as crystal.
ARNHOLM: But how on earth, Mr.—Mr.—! You said it was
something you'd experienced yourself.
LYNGSTRAND: That's right. I did experience all this—at least up to a
point.
ARNHOLM: You witnessed a dead man that—
LYNGSTRAND: Well now, I didn't mean experience, strictly
speaking. Not actuality. But something very much like it—
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ELLIDA: (with lively anticipation). Tell me more—all you can—about
this! I want to know everything.
ARNHOLM: (smiling). Yes, this is just the thing for you. It has
the spell of the sea.
ELLIDA: What was it, Mr. Lyngstrand?
LYNGSTRAND: We were to sail for home from a town called
Halifax when, as it happened, the boatswain took sick, and we had to
leave him behind in the hospital there. So we signed on an American
as a replacement, this new boatswain—
ELLIDA: The American?
LYNGSTRAND: Yes. One day he borrowed a stack of old newspapers
from the captain, and he used to read them by the hour. He said he
wanted to learn Norwegian.
ELLIDA: Yes? And then!
LYNGSTRAND: Then one evening we were running in a tremendous
gale. All the crew were on deck—except the boatswain and me. He'd
turned his ankle so he couldn't walk on it, and I was on the sick list,
laid up in my bunk. Well, so he was sitting there in the
forecastle, reading in one of those old papers again—
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ELLIDA: Yes! Go on!
LYNGSTRAND: Then all of a sudden I heard him give out almost a
kind of howl. And when I looked at him, I could see that his face had
gone chalk-white. Then he twisted and tore the paper in his hands
and ripped it to a thousand little pieces. But he did it all so quietly, so
quietly.
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ELLIDA: Did he say anything? Did he speak?
LYNGSTRAND: Not at first. But after a time he said, as if to
himself: "Married. To another man. While I was away."
ELLIDA: (closing her eyes, in a near whisper). He said that?
LYNGSTRAND: Yes. And, you know—he said it in perfect
Norwegian. He must have a rare gift for learning
languages, that man.
ELLIDA: And then what? What happened after?
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LYNGSTRAND: Well, then came this incredible thing that I'll never
forget as long as I live. For he went on, again very quietly,
and said: "But she's mine, and mine she'll always be. And if I
go home and fetch her, she'll have to go off with me, even if I came as
a drowned man up out of the dark sea."
ELLIDA: (pouring herself a glass of water, her hand
trembling). Phew—how humid it is today—!
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LYNGSTRAND: And he said that with such a power of will, I
thought he'd be the man to do it, too.
ELLIDA: Do you have any idea—what became of this man?
LYNGSTRAND: Oh, I'm sure he's no longer alive.
ELLIDA: (quickly). Why do you think so?
LYNGSTRAND: Well, because we went down in the Channel right
after. I got away in the longboat with the captain and five
others. The mate went with the dinghy, along with the
American and another man.
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ELLIDA: And nothing's been heard of them since?
LYNGSTRAND: No, not a word. My patron mentioned it again
just recently in a letter. But that's exactly why I feel such an
urge to turn all this into a work of art. I can see the unfaithful wife
so vividly in my mind. And then the avenger, drowned, and
yet coming back from the sea. I can picture them both so clearly.
ELLIDA: And I, too. (Rising.) Come, let's go in. Or better, down
to Wangel. I think it's stifling here. (She goes out of the
arbor.)
LYNGSTRAND: (who likewise has risen). For my part, I'll have to
be saying good-bye. This was only meant for a short visit on
account of your birthday.
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ELLIDA: As you wish. (Giving him her hand.) Good-bye, and
thank you for the flowers.
(LYNGSTRAND bows and leaves through the gate and off
to the left.)
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ARNHOLM: (rises and goes over to ELLIDA). It's plain to see this has
struck you to the heart, Ellida.
ELLIDA: Yes, that's a good way of putting it—although--ARNHOLM: But, after all, is it really any more than you should have
expected?
ELLIDA: (staring at him). Expected!
ARNHOLM: Yes, I'd say so.
ELLIDA: Expect someone to return again—! Return like that!
ARNHOLM: What in the world—! Is it that crazy sculptor's story—?
ELLIDA: Perhaps he's not so crazy, Arnholm.
ARNHOLM: Is it this nonsense about a dead man that's shaken you
so? And I was thinking—
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ELLIDA: What?
ARNHOLM: I was thinking, of course, that you were simply putting
on an act. That actually you were sitting here suffering because you'd
discovered that a family ritual was being kept secret from you. That
your husband and his children had a private life that you weren't part
of.
ELLIDA: Oh, no. That's as it has to be. I have no right to demand that
my husband be mine and mine alone.
ARNHOLM: I'd say you have that right.
ELLIDA: Yes. But, even so, I don't. That's the point I also have a life—
that the others aren't part of.
ARNHOLM: You! (Lowering his voice.) Does that mean—? Do
you—not really love your husband?
ELLIDA: Yes, yes! With all my heart, I've learned to love him! And
that's just what makes it so terrible—so baffling—so utterly
inconceivable---!
ARNHOLM: Now you must tell me your troubles, freely and openly,
Ellida! Will you do that?
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ELLIDA: Oh, my dear friend, I can't. Not now, in any case. Perhaps
later.
(BOLETTE comes out on the veranda and down into the garden.)
BOLETTE: Father's back from the office. Couldn't we all sit inside?
ELLIDA: Yes, let's do that.
(WANGEL, in fresh clothes, comes with HILDA around the house
from the left)
WANGEL: There! Now I'm totally at your service! How about a nice
glass of something cool to drink?
ELLIDA: Just a moment. (She goes into the arbor and gets the
bouquet)
HILDA: Oh, look! What lovely flowers! Where did you get them?
ELLIDA: From Mr. Lyngstrand, dear.
HILDA: (startled). From Lyngstrand?
BOLETTE: (uneasily). Was Lyngstrand here—again?
ELLIDA: (with a half-smile). Yes, He stopped by with these. For a
birthday present, you know.
BOLETTE: (glancing at HILDA). Oh—!
HILDA: (under her breath). The beast!
WANGEL: (painfully embarrassed, to ELLIDA). Uh—yes, you see—I
should explain, Ellida, my dear—dearest—
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ELLIDA: (interrupting). Come along, girls! We can put my flowers in
water with the others. (She goes up onto the veranda.)
BOLETTE: (softly to HILDA). She really is kind at heart
HILDA: (in an angry whisper). Flimflam! She's just bewitching Father.
WANGEL: (on the veranda, presses ELLIDA’S hand). Thank you!
Thank you for that, Ellida!
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